Xerosox
Waterproof Cast Cover

Xerosox (zero-sox) was designed by a surgeon to provide total waterproof protection for casts, bandages and prosthesies. Xerosox is made of a thick surgical latex and comes in 11 sizes for the arm or leg. By simply squeezing the small attached pump, you remove the air from the product creating a water tight vacuum seal that allows you to bathe, shower and swim with total confidence. Considered by many to be the “cadillac” of cast covers. (Proudly Made in the USA) Get Wet and Stay Dry!

More info at:
www.waterproof-cast-cover.com

D & G Distributors, P.O. Box 7783, Auburn, CA 95604
Phone/Fax: 1-877-227-5195 or 530-878-8479

Also available at the Clinton Pharmacy in Downtown Clinton and The Reading Ridge Pharmacy.
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